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Episode 81 - Yin Strength Training with Anders Varner 

Steph G (host): Welcome to Harder to Kill Radio, a top-rated health and fitness podcast. 
I'm Steph Gaudreau, your host. This show is all about finding what it 
takes to build unbreakable humans and passing that knowledge on to you 
so you can unleash your inner badass and change the world. We've got 
another amazing guest on the show this week, so let's do this. 

 Oh my goodness. Welcome to Harder to Kill Radio. This is episode 81 
with my very special guest who has been on the show before, and so 
many people wrote to me about how impactful his message was that I 
decided I had to bring him back. He was a guest in season two. The 
episode is called Intensity Unplugged, and you can find that in show 
notes for the episode, but I knew I had to bring back my very good friend 
Anders Varner. We are digging in to all kinds of stuff today about Yin 
Training and slowing down and finding more ease in your physical fitness 
pursuits. Gosh, I just, I love talking to Anders. He is just a kindred soul, 
and I really think you're going to get a lot out of this episode, so without 
further ado, let's jump in to the show. 

 Thanks so much for joining us today on Harder to Kill Radio. Oh, I have a 
really good friend of mine back on the show. This guy- 

Anders V: How you doing? 

Steph G (host): This guy is super smart, and I just love always chatting with Anders 
Varner, so welcome back to Harder to Kill Radio. 

Anders V: Thank you for having me. This is awesome. Talk number two. 

Steph G (host): Round two. Ding, ding. For those of you listening, Anders was on season 
two of the show, episode eight. We talked about Intensity Unplugged, 
which was such a cool conversation, like so many layers of knowledge 
bombs and good stuff. 

Anders V: Super cool. So many people reached out about that. 

Steph G (host): Really? Oh. 

Anders V: Yeah. It was really cool. It always makes you- 

Steph G (host): That's awesome. 

Anders V: Sometimes when you talk, you wonder if anybody is ever listening, and 
then when people are, it's incredible. 

Steph G (host): See, that makes me super happy because sometimes I don't know either. 
I see, we have statistics and stuff. We can track how many downloads an 
episode gets, but hey, you know what I mean, like I don't know, just the 
sheer fact that something was downloaded doesn't mean it was heard. 
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Anders V: Or if the message was received. 

Steph G (host): Yes, yes. 

Anders V: That's the wild one. People literally reach out on Instagram. They're like, 
"I heard you on Harder to Kill," and I'm like, "Oh, wow." You listened 
enough that you actually wanted to reach out. That's really awesome. 

Steph G (host): Yeah. It's mind blowing, and you're right, there's so many signals going 
out into the world. I mean, just think about, because we're both in the 
online space, and we send out signals all day long, and people are 
sending out signals to us all day long, and to have somebody say, "Not 
only did I hear that, but it made an impact on me," is like, sometimes, I'm 
like this, Peter Parker, with great power comes great responsibility, but it's 
crazy to think that this conversation or whatever the conversation we had 
before is like, striking chord in somebody's life is like, wow. 

Anders V: Yeah. I ... Somebody from Burundi reached out. 

Steph G (host): What? 

Anders V: Yeah. 

Steph G (host): Oh, Lindsey.   

Anders V: I don't even know where Burundi- 

Steph G (host): Is that Lindsey? 

Anders V: Yeah. 

Steph G (host): That's Lindsey, yeah. She's amazing. 

Anders V: She is awesome. I worked with her for like four months, and she's super 
cool, but it came from the show. It's so cool. 

Steph G (host): Oh my gosh. 

Anders V: She was like, "I live in Burundi," and I was like, "I need to look at a map 
and find out where you are because no clue where that is." 

Steph G (host): Yeah. It's amazing. Hey, Lindsey.  

Anders V: Hey. 

Steph G (host): Thanks for listening. 

Anders V: Hope you're listening. 

Steph G (host): Yeah. 

Anders V: Thanks for hanging out. 



Steph G (host): She's awesome. Anyway, today, we're going to talk about some of the 
stuff that you were continuing to do in your professional life, in your 
personal life, this concept of Yin Strength. We're going to talk about 
behavioral health and some about probably The Low Back Fix and some 
of the other projects that you're involved in, but I mean give us like, fill us 
in. We're not going to make people go back and listen to season two, 
episode eight. I don't need you to rehash your whole story but give a 
sense of right now, where are you at, what are you super focused on, and 
we'll take it from there. 

Anders V: It's actually a really awesome time. When we talked last year, I was kind 
of in the process, I think that that was actually the entire message of this 
thing was like, of the podcast was just like how do you recreate yourself, 
and once you believed in something so long, and then you realize that's 
no longer serving me and the purpose that I have on this planet, and how 
do you find the new thing. 

 I recently just wrote an article that I, three years later, feel like I finally 
have been able to bottle all the experiences of the last three years of 
breaking up with the strength and conditioning world and what does this 
fitness thing mean to me now. I call it Yin Strength Training. It's a weird 
name, but I don't really know. It really means a lot to me in that it really is 
the culmination of the last three years, like this path that I've been on. For 
a really, really long time, I lifted a to of weights. I've had some really cool 
experiences competing in the CrossFit Regional. I've been strength and 
conditioning coaching for seven years now. 

 There's a thing that happens when you do this and you compete at a 
really high level or you get to a certain point where you kind of get to peek 
over the mountain and see how much of my life is about to, if I wanted to 
take it to the next level, like how long is that going to take or what are the 
results if I were to fully commit to this thing again, and you realize that 
what's on the other side of the mountain is kind of empty. Who cares if I 
add 10 more pounds to my snatch or my clean and jerk, and when I 
realized that wasn't that important to me, I started to step back and take 
this inventory of my body and realize that I was broken. The weights, the 
very minor ... If you didn't really know what was going on, you probably 
would've watched me lift and thought that everything was great, which 
really isn't the case. 

 I have a really junky ankle, which really jacks up my knee, which leads 
into hip pain, which, at times, can be low back pain. I've got shoulder 
problems because when you jerk all the time, your shoulders don't work, 
yet you still jerk. There's things that just happen when you're a strength 
athlete that you fight through for a really long time, and you get to a point 
where it's like, well, if I'm going to get better at this, what is it going to take 
and what is going to be the long-term commitment I'm about to make to 
my body? Those weights get big, and the weights have to move fast, and 
when you have to move that kind of weight every day, your movement 
patterns better be perfect, and mine weren't. 

 The injuries start to pile up, and you realize that like, man, am I going to 
do this for the rest of my life? Is this the thing that I am going to really 
commit to? It wasn't for me anymore. I had changed. I had kind of, in 



going through the CrossFit world, I had seen the injuries, I had seen ... 
This is from the competition side. There's a very different health and 
longevity side to that, but I had seen the injuries and I had experienced it, 
and it wasn't something that I was really committed to. I didn't want to do 
that anymore, but I also didn't know what was on the other side, so I had 
to slow down a little bit, and I had to relearn about how to get healthy and 
how my joints were supposed to move and proper ranges of motion, and 
if I was not there, how am I going to get better at it, and where ... 

 I mean, I started working with Dr. Theresa Larson. We talked about her on 
the last show, but she really changed a lot of the things that I was 
focusing on. Instead of how fast and how strong can I be, really started to 
focus on more of the slower side of life: breathing a little bit better, getting 
into the nervous system, and that was really this launchpad into this 
unknown territory of going slow, really connecting with my body. I thought 
that I was able to connect with my body, but it was always in this very 
alpha-yang or yin way. It was always more weight, how fast am I moving, 
and now, through a lot of practice, I was able to slow down, focusing on 
the breathing patterns so that I could eliminate a lot of stress. 

 It wasn't just like going to a yoga class to learn how to stretch. There's 
layers to all this stuff, and really, at the base of this Yin Strength Training 
methodology is behavioral patterns and how can you eliminate stress to 
find out, getting tension out of the body, becoming a much more freer 
moving person. It turns into much more of a behavioral health piece than 
a strength and conditioning or a rehab program because we're getting into 
how your body actually works, like what your brain does when it fires 
these messages to your body. 

 If there's a bunch of junk in the way and you're too tense, your body's not 
going to work, so we gotta clear that out and create these clean pathways 
for your brain and your body to work together, and we've really developed 
this awesome system, and I use it every day. I love it. My body feels 
great. I'm getting all the ranges of motion back. I don't feel pain anymore. 
My joints work, and I'm on top of that. I'm actually learning how movement 
flow works and how it relates to that. If I want to go lift weights, the 
weights are still there. I can still go and do that, but it's not at the core of 
what I'm focused on. 

 I want to be in shape. I want to be healthy, and living in pain and dealing 
with junky joints is not that. If you don't make that change in your life or 
recognize that your behaviors have to change or you're going to be 
dealing with this for a very long time, it's not an easy change, but once 
you realize and commit to something has to be different, it becomes much 
easier, and it becomes a process. It's been really cool, the last three 
years really being able to culminate this into one big methodology or 
theory that I believe helps people get healthy and stay healthy. 

Steph G (host): How ... I'm jotting so many notes down because it's all such great stuff, 
and it's leading me in all these different directions, but the first question I 
guess I have for you is, if you could think back to your competitive days 
compared to now, back then, did you have a clear sense of the why of 
why competition mattered to you, of why you were driven to push through 



injuries and pain and the annoying shit that happens when you're an 
athlete. 

 I think back to my cycling days, and I always had saddle sores, and 
anybody else would be like, "Oh, god. That's ... Oh, no. That's horrible. 
Why didn't you just stop?" and you just sort of shrug it off as like, "Well, 
it's part of the gig. Got saddle sores. Can barely sit down," but hey, you 
just keep riding. 

Anders V: Totally worth it. 

Steph G (host): CrossFit obviously, or strength and conditioning has its things like that as 
well, like you were saying jerking and junky shoulders, but you just have 
to keep doing it because that's part of the training. Did you ever really 
have a clear sense of your why back then, and/or do you now have a 
clear sense of why and has that influenced your direction at all? 

Anders V: I actually, I would say when I first started doing it, I did not. When I was in 
my early 20s and I found CrossFit, so I had been strength training like 10 
years before that, and it was always, I think that there's always been a 
strong theme in my life. 

 When you walk into a room of people, and all the smart people are in a 
room, and I've always been amazed by the person that is like, everyone 
knows they're the best. You don't even have to ask, like, oh, Robb Wolf. 
That guy is the paleo guy, or Laura Cordain or Steph Gaudreau, like she 
just crushes it. Everyone knows. You don't even have to ask the question. 
People just recognize how ... They've put the work in. They've put the 
hustle in. They've put the grind in. Everyone just ... There's instant 
respect, and it really comes down to this drive to the best, so when I 
started lifting weights, I wanted to be the best hockey player that I could 
possibly be. I didn't know at 13 that I was developing these traits by 
getting in the gym and grinding it out, but it was there.  

 Then when I opened my gym in 2010, I was 100% dead set on being the 
absolute best strength and conditioning coach and having that respect as 
the gym. That was there. That was there from day one. We did pretty well. 
There's this story that I get kind of weird talking about, but ... We were 
very good at CrossFit. We put over 70 people into the regional. We 
coached Leverich at the games, like really cool stuff, but four years ago, 
John Cena walked into my room, and he's like the most respected 
weightlifting person exist. He's not going to the Olympics, but when 
people look at him, they're like, "Oh my god. That guy has put in the work. 
You can see his career," and he does it because he's so dedicated.  

 When he walked in that day, there was not a question in my mind that this 
was where he was going to be training. I knew it. I was ready. I had put in 
the work. I had developed this culture in our gym that when somebody 
like him walks in, I know that I'm ready to train with that guy. It created a 
three and a half year long relationship where I was his training partner 
when he was in San Diego, and he never lifted weights here without me 
being there because I felt the need that I needed to be there to make it 
better. 



 That was just, that's just me. When I create this new system or this new 
methodology, I want to be that person where you walk into the room, and 
they're like, "Wow, that guy over there is really dead set on finding the 
truth," and it comes from a really weird place in me. I don't know what it is. 
It keeps me up at night, but maybe it stems from insecurity of not ... I don't 
know what it is, but I really, I have such a deep respect for people that are 
on the grind and putting in the really hard work and the long hours to be 
true masters at what they do. 

 I don't really care what the subject is. I just want to be around the people 
that are so deep in the grind and understand to such a deep level what's 
happening. My widget just happens to be movement, mindset, behavior, 
and watching people move. That's what I love being around. 

Steph G (host): When you think about what it takes and the grind to get to that level or to 
be that person that people recognize as like, "Yes, that's the go-to guy," 
or, "That's the person who's the expert," what in your life have you found, 
looking back, that you had to sacrifice to get there because ... Whether it 
was at the gym as gym owner/coach or whatnot, or even as an athlete, I 
mean, looking back, what were some of the things that you had to give up 
to be able to have that time and energy to be so singularly focused? 

Anders V: It's actually a really simple moment that happened in my life when I was 
13. I ... There was a hockey tournament on the, I guess it was like 
national, it's called Hockey Night in Boston. You're a Massachusetts 
person. You might know about this. They divide the country into regions, 
whatever it is. I was selected to play for the Mid-Atlantic, which is Virginia 
up to the Pennsylvania, New Jersey, something like that, and my whole 
life, granted, I was 13 years old, but I had been like, at the time, I was 
pretty cool at playing hockey. In my state, everybody knew, but I'm from 
Virginia where it's warm all the time and no one respects you. 

 I was going to move to Minnesota to live and play public school hockey, 
which is like the best in the country with my aunt and uncle and move 
away from home, but when I went to this tournament, we got our teeth 
kicked in by everyone that lives in cold states. I realized I am a really big 
fish in a very small pond, and if I actually want to learn how to be good at 
this thing, I got to leave. 

 I went and did a bunch of interviews, and I end up going to, leaving home 
at 14, and it was the like the most traumatic thing ever. I was such a 
mama's boy. I mean, I guess I still am, but that was real. It was so scary. I 
remember my dad wrote the check for the deposit on tuition and handed it 
to me, and he was like, "Hey, if you want to go, this is the check, but I'm 
not putting it in the mailbox for you. You have to go actually take the step 
to do it. I'm not doing it for you." 

 I sat in my room for a week and cried and was scared and didn't really 
know what to do, and then I slowly emerged and went and dropped the 
check in the mail. It changed everything. It changed not just ... It changed 
my ability to learn. I knew that I had to go do it, and when I got there, I 
was such a nerd. I didn't have any friends. I didn't know how to make 
friends because all my friends had played sports with me my whole time. 
This was the first time I was legitimately on my own. Six months went by, 



and I never really, I didn't have a friend for the entire year. My parents 
were up there all the time because I was so homesick. It was really bad, 
but I specifically remember sitting in my dorm room at night being like, 
man, if this thing's going to work or if I am going to be here, I have to 
actually try.  

 I was around all these kids that I thought were really smart, and we talk 
about it, you go into that room and you think everyone else has it all 
figured out and you're by yourself, and that's so not the case. Everybody 
goes through these things, but I had to learn how to make friends, I had to 
learn how to be smart. I had teachers literally pulling me aside and telling 
me, "Oh, no one ever taught you how to write." Now, I love writing 
because someone taught me how to do it, and I realized that learning is 
cool, and once you are able to learn these basic things, it gives you the 
ability to see, oh, well, if I do this forever and I put enough work into it, I'll 
be good and I can be smart. I can learn how to help people. It just kind of 
flows together. It's been an interesting process. 

Steph G (host): Thinking about that, to what extent do you, and this is sort of a macro 
question, so if you could zoom your brain out away from 13-year-old 
Anders to now looking down on the whole entire globe or particularly, I 
guess, Western culture. We have such a, I guess you could call it 
meritocracy in a lot of ways, but we're so driven by these extrinsic values, 
and I say we collectively. We're so driven by success and by money and 
by getting to the next level, and there's always the next rung to the ladder, 
there's always more money to be made, there's always someone doing 
better than you. I mean, in what way do you find that this new path that 
you're on, this Yin Strength Training, behavioral health sort of flies in the 
face of all of that because it seems like they're not necessarily two 
compatible world views. 

Anders V: Yeah. I think that, well, it gets into a really interesting ... If you chase the 
things, like if I woke up in the morning and it was like I have to make more 
money, I would be chasing money, but if I woke up in the morning and I 
asked myself, "How do I help more people see through all the mud and all 
the BS that they see or deal with in their day," now we're creating real 
value for people instead of just trying to get their money. 

 At some point, money is just going to follow value, or getting to the next 
rung is like, I could be out networking, and I think that my relationship with 
you and how we've actually become friends and gained respect for each 
other is really awesome because I have always respected what you're 
doing, but if I came up to you and was like, "Hey, put me on your 
podcast," that would super suck. No one wants to work with that person, 
but if I'm able to work hard enough and create the right content and the 
messaging and deliver value to your guests, it's ridiculous to think that 
you wouldn't want to have me on your podcast. We're all in the business 
in helping people and creating value for other people, but if you only 
attacked this high-level thing, it's like, no, I would rather write articles and 
build a voice on the Stupid Easy Paleo platform. 

 You have an amazing voice with your people. I want to have an amazing 
voice with my people, and if can all create enough value, sooner or later, 
we'll all get to the next rung. We can build our own rung. We don't need to 



follow in other people's paths. People will want to be on our programs. 
We don't have to worry about money because we're creating programs 
and methodologies that work so it'll inspire people to want to buy the 
programs. We don't have to worry about that. If we all chase value and 
chased this truth that we're all looking for, all of the other things start to 
work themselves out, and we don't have to specifically stress getting to 
the next level or who do I have to talk to get to the next level. It's like I'd 
rather just create the value and have those people and show them that I 
can help whatever their goals are too. 

Steph G (host): I love that. That resonates with me so much because I get tons and tons 
and tons of emails from folks who are like, "Hey, can I be on your 
podcast?" and 95, 95 out of a hundred I would say is like, "Here's my CV, 
and here's why I'm so freaking cool," and I'm like, whoa, whoa, whoa, 
whoa, whoa. Don't- 

Anders V: Yeah, don't put your resume. 

Steph G (host): Don't give me your resume. Literally, I get people's resumes. I don't care 
about that. I want to know why you love doing what you do and what 
drives you. You're right, exactly that, what is the value that you're bringing 
to the world and why do you care? The five out of a hundred people who 
are, have just been like, I call, it's like the social equivalent now of a cold 
call. You don't get cold calls on the phone all that much anymore. You get 
tons of cold emails, and the five out of a hundred, the 5% that then I'm 
like, "Hmm, yeah. I'd actually really love to talk to you," are people who 
clearly demonstrate their purpose and why they're, the value that they're 
trying to bring in to the world. Those are the people who I'm really super 
interested in talking to. I'm like, "You're an interesting human being. Let's 
do this." 

Anders V: It's every educator, it's every, it's people, it's like the people don't want to 
know, or they work with you because of your why. There's ... They want to 
know how much you care, like all of these other things besides, "Oh, 
here's your workout for the day." That means you can know ... All of the 
coaches and all of the people, they all have the same information. It's not 
like anybody has this ... The scientists are the ones that are actually 
working with the super secret sauce, and they have no clients because 
they're in the lab all day learning all the stuff that we get to regurgitate to 
our clients, but our clients want to work with us because we're creating a 
structure around how they can think about their life. 

 When it comes to working with people, I don't want to work with 
somebody that's trying to grind their client into the ground with excessive 
training and beating them down and not understanding recovery and all, I 
don't want to be around that person. I want to work with the people that 
are taking a more holistic, mindful approach to how they work with 
people, and that's how you build this thing. It's a way longer and harder 
approach because you actually have to do really hard work. You have to 
sit down and figure out how you want to be, and then find the other 
people that want to be very similar to that. It's a really long grind, and 
think that's, going back to earlier, that's why you respect those people so 
much when they're in that room. You're like, "Oh, those people. They 
know." 



 Robb Wolf's a phenomenal example. Fifteen years ago when there was 
one paleo book that existed? He was the one that was out there with 
Laura Cordain just grinding it out, trying to talk to all the people about why 
we shouldn't be eating processed food, and no one wanted to listen to 
them. He was getting just nobody. Then all of a sudden, the results and 
his work, finally one day, people were like, "Hey, that guy really knows 
what he's talking about." It doesn't happen over night. You just don't 
become the best. It's like everybody has that 10-year overnight success 
where they've been working so hard, and everybody just decided to listen 
one day. 

Steph G (host): Or they just have trickled in, and they've slowly, the snowball has become 
larger and larger and larger, if you will. Yeah, I mean, today, so we're 
recording this in September. Today is the sixth-year anniversary of me 
starting Stupid Easy Paleo, the blog. 

Anders V: Ooh, yeah. 

Steph G (host): On one hand, it has flown by in a crazy blink. On the other hand, I look 
back ... The old blog still exists online, by the way. If you're clever enough, 
you can find out what it is, but I look back, and part of me is like shuttering 
like, oh my goodness, this is terrible, and I'm like, no. To me, to go back 
and see the old recipes and the old photos and the old post and see how 
jenky it looked, and it's actually really gratifying to me because it's like 
having that video of you the first time you ever learned how to do, I don't 
know, a clean or something, and you see yourself now, and you're like, 
"Well, damn. I've actually come a long way." 

Anders V: Right? 

Steph G (host): But that's sort of that recognition of self of almost like, hey, it's not come 
over night. I've had to overcome a lot of obstacles. I've had to keep ... 
Work can be consistent and all the things that we know contribute to 
success, and it's just so applicable to training or anything else. 

Anders V: Yeah, you have to put in the work in all of the aspects to your life. I mean, 
so like Kelly Starrett's another phenomenal example- 

Steph G (host): Sure. 

Anders V: ... of all of this. Everybody looks at MobilityWOD, and they're like, "Man, 
that guy's smart. He's totally smart. He was just born smart." It's like, no, 
no, no, no, no. If you remember in 2005 when him and Adrian Bozman 
were at CrossFit San Francisco working out in a parking lot and he was 
running his PT practice out of this half trailer and it was raining and all 
they had was a tarp over some mats, that's when Kelly Starrett started to 
learn. He learned how to talk to people, and he learned this methodology 
that now everybody just expects to be or accepts as MobilityWOD and it's 
the best. There's this process that they went through every single day of, 
how do we make this a little bit better, how do we make that a little bit 
better, how do we learn a little bit more here? Oh, that guy's doing really 
cool things. How do we work on that? 



 Sooner or later, all of the aspects, whether it's writing, whether it's being 
on video, the blog, how the website looks, the information, how you 
present it, all those pieces, it takes six years before you even realize that 
you've accumulated that something that it looks really nice and it works. It 
helps people. I think that that's what I'm attracted to the most when it 
comes to working with people is who's really willing to put in those 
grinding hours and hours of just trying to get it right over and over and 
over again realizing that it's still not there. 

 Then I see a lot of people where it's like. "Okay, I created this thing," and 
then no one shows up. Why? Well, there's a lot of aspects to creating 
something, to being able to actually get to somebody. So yeah, the never-
ending drive to make it a little bit better every day. 

Steph G (host): Absolutely. Going back to Yin Strength Training, I want to know if you can 
define or describe what that means or looks like, either in your day-to-day 
or as you see it as a philosophy because I'm sure, in your description 
earlier, there's some people who are like, "Uh, oh, actually, maybe this is-" 

Anders V: What is that guy doing? 

Steph G (host): "Maybe ... " Well, no, but, "Maybe this is the permission that I need to do 
something new with my life or explore a new aspect of training that will 
serve me right now." What does Yin Strength Training mean to you or look 
like to you? 

Anders V: Simply put, it's a restorative approach to strength and longevity. If you 
were to break down what the most necessary pieces of fitness are, we 
have to start looking from the wiring of our body first. It's so easy to walk 
into the gym and start picking something up, like, "Oh, my warmup was I 
did a couple of light reps." That doesn't really work anymore because we 
haven't had a transition period into, like every day, people wake up 
stressed. How many people wake up on time? 

 I don't even have kids, but I never wake up on time, much less do I have 
to go chase kids around the house, get lunches made, all those things. I 
don't even have those stresses, and I still wake up, and I'm like, "Crap, 
what do I have to do today?" That's not an awesome approach to your 
day. Any time I check my phone and I'm still in bed, I realize I am 100% 
letting myself down, and like the majority of people that live in Southern 
California, they hop on the 5 which is basically like a war zone with cars. 

Steph G (host): Oh my gosh, yeah. 

Anders V: It's a disaster out there. It's stressful. They're beeping horns. They're 
flipping people off. It's crazy, people going 95 miles an hour to work. 
Where are they going? It's not that important. Then they sit in cube all 
day, so there's no quality movement. They haven't really thought about 
health. They're just trying to do their job and get through the day and 
make their boss happy, and then they sit on the 5 again. Hopefully, they 
had some decent food, maybe drank some water during the day, and then 
get home at night after dealing with traffic again, and it's like, "All right, 
I've got one hour where I get to legitimately focus on my health." 



 You have an option. You can go and beat yourself up. That is an option. 
You can go to a boot camp, you can go to a CrossFit gym, you can go 
and lift all the weights, or you could realize that, all day, you've been 
sitting poorly, you've had junky movement, you haven't really thought 
about your glutes, you haven't really thought about your abs, you haven't 
thought about your posture, and maybe we can, instead of focusing on 
this warrior-looking approach to fitness, and it's like, how about I just 
spent the next hour restoring function to all of my joints? How do I make 
sure my hips are working right? How do I make sure that my brain is 
connecting with my glutes? 

 The best way to do all this is to just start by breathing so we can ... When 
people ask, it's like, "Well, what's the easiest way to get started?" Literally 
do nothing. Do nothing so well that your body actually gets into this 
parasympathetic mode where it starts to recover from all the crap that 
you've been doing to it all day long so you can just sit there and learn how 
to breathe properly because at the very base level of movement is 
breathing, and if we can breathe, we start to release stress out of the 
tissues. You start to get a little bit better posture. You're working on your 
deep core muscles. 

 Then once you've kind of connected with your breath a little bit, this little 
thing happens in your body where you downregulate and you can feel this 
calmness that comes across your body, and that is my trigger when I'm 
training or when I'm coaching people to say, "Hey, now we've gotten out 
of that crazy yang state and dealing with stress, and now we can enter 
into this workout with a little bit more mindfulness, a little bit more 
understanding of where your body's at. We've really turned on your abs. 
We've got some glute activation going on." There's just a base level of 
awareness that you have of how you're feeling after you slow down. 

 Then we can start to get into joint and tissue health. We understand 
proper ranges of motion. Do we need to stretch? Do we need to work on 
a little bit more stability? Now, we're 20 minutes into this thing. We've 
handled the baseline, and now we can start to add some weights. It 
doesn't need to be the most weight. We just need to add weights so we 
can hard wire quality movement patterns and make sure that your hips 
are going to work forever. 

 If you do a goblet squat every day, you probably will be able to do goblet 
squats for a really long time and have healthy hips, but if you do a back 
squat at 98%, there's a good chance you're going to be really sore. 
There's a much higher chance that something weird's going to happen. 
There's a lot more problems that can happen. It's not that you shouldn't 
do that or be capable of doing that. It's about the awareness of what the 
result of it's going to be. Are you becoming a more functioning human 
being by being able back squat 400 pounds? Maybe, or you might just be 
really good at back squatting, and you might have really bad knees, and 
you might have really bad movement patterns, but you've developed this 
ability to do this thing. 

 The whole program is just built out of restoring function, so when we work 
with people that are dealing with back pain, knee pain, shoulder pain, 
whatever it is, what your body is telling you is you've lost function 



because as soon as you pick your arm up, it hurts; as soon as you sit 
down, it hurts; as soon as you push your hips back or you go to bend and 
your knees move first, you've got problems. You've lost function, and your 
brain's telling you to stop. That's what pain is, is your brain recognizing 
there's something going on in the wiring that isn't right, and you're putting 
your body at risk every time you do that, so if we can restore function 
back to the body, it's going to give us access to a whole world of 
movement. We don't have to worry about "is it the right kind" because are 
the kinds are right, which is mainly freedom of movement. People want to 
be able to move around pain-free, but we have to get into restoring the 
function versus chasing performance. 

Steph G (host): I guess to play devil's advocate, because you're my friend, and 

Anders V: I love it, yeah. 

Steph G (host): You're my friend, and I can ask you hard questions. I know I can. 

Anders V: I like it. 

Steph G (host): But Anders, I am exercising because I want to lose weight, and I've been 
told I need to eat less and get more sweaty, and I feel like when I slow 
down, I'm not getting a workout, so this isn't going to work for me, or how 
is it going to work for me? 

Anders V: I love it. It's the best. You're 100% right in that you're going to be able to 
burn calories at a higher level, but the approach that is really important 
and the definition of Yin Strength Training, which is the restorative 
approach to strength and longevity is the longevity of what you are doing. 

 When you get into nutrition, we need to be eating enough. What does that 
mean? Well, I don't know what enough is for everyone, but if we can 
create an awareness of what types of food are going to our mouths and 
we can understand the baseline or understanding what macronutrients 
are, we probably need some protein. You probably don't need as much 
red meat as all the meatheads are telling you, and you probably need 
more meat than the vegans are telling you, so it's probably somewhere in 
the middle, and it doesn't have to be so dogmatic, like we should eat 
protein. When it comes to carbs, that's a really simple energy system, or a 
simple way to get energy. Around your workouts, we should probably eat 
more of those because we're going to need more of those. Then fats, this 
really long-term energy source, so if we don't have an immediate need for 
energy, we can probably have more fat in our diet. 

 That sounds like a really easy, simple way to look at nutrition on this 
macro level, like yeah, you're going to probably need to dial it in a little bit 
more, but that comes with trial and error, and when it comes to fitness, I 
want people to be able to do it forever. I think I have a deep love, like the 
amount of love that I have for weightlifting and training and being in the 
gym and just the physicality of life, I want everybody to know about that, 
but I don't want them to know about it in a way that creates negative 
responses where they're getting injured or they're not understanding what 
their capabilities are, and they saw something on TV, and they're like, "I'd 



like to do that." No, you shouldn't. You shouldn't just go run a marathon. 
Why would you want to just go PR a back squat? It doesn't make sense. 

 Olympic lifting is very challenging. It takes people a very, very long time to 
learn, and most people, even after a long time, aren't that good at it 
because it's so hard, but to think that you're going to go in and just start 
overhead squatting for 50 reps, no. Let's understand what the position is. 
Let's build to that position. It doesn't mean that you can't. It means that we 
should understand the basics. Let's downregulate ... Let's get the stress 
out of the tissues. Let's learn what our joint are supposed to do, find out 
where the limitations are and get rid of those, and then layer some 
movement on there, and we can progress all these things. 

 I like to call it the universal, or the periodization of everything. Universal 
periodization. It's like we were talking about it with business and your blog 
and writing. You can always just get a little bit better every day, but we 
don't have to and jump in to the hardest thing right off the bat. Of course, 
you're going to lose weight. Your body's freaking out. It's burning a billion 
calories, but how long are you be able to sustain that? Once you aren't 
able to sustain it, if you don't have another option, then the best option is 
either to continue doing the thing that's hurting you or you do nothing and 
there's this middle ground of having the mindset of, "No, I love being 
healthy. I want to be capable for the rest of my life. How do I go about 
that?" 

 I believe that this Yin Strength Training program and methodology 
answers those questions, and it's really, really good at getting people from 
pain to healthy. When you can understand the methodology, by getting 
through that process, you realize, oh, there's another way to do this thing 
that will allow me to carry on for the rest of my life. I can still lift weights. It 
just doesn't have to be all the weights. I can still move fast. It just doesn't 
have to be every single or all the time. I want the ability to be able to train 
at high levels to go fast, and I want to be able to train at high levels to go 
really slow and all the ranges in between there. You need to be able to 
have that capability. Going slow is so hard. Those ninjas that do qi gong 
in the park, [crosstalk 00:44:03]. They look so cool. 

Steph G (host): I know, right? 

Anders V: But people should be able to train on all of those levels and understand 
just the basics. Yes, you are going to be able to do a 90-day program 
where you add some crazy, high intensity exercise, track your calories a 
little bit, and you're going to lose weight, but you can't do 90 90-day trials 
or whatever it is. You have to find an approach that's going to fit your 
lifestyle. 

 One of the things that I have gotten out of it in that transition period is the 
ability for me to create an experience in my training or in my approach 
now, and that mindset piece really allows me to slow down, and now I 
don't just work out using the weights and the vision of what's going on. I 
can hear things that are going on. I create a little special place that I get 
to go. It turns into a place of creativity verse a place that I have to hit 
numbers or work, and it's time for me to almost create a special place 
where I feel safe to explore how my body's feeling. I think if people were 



more ... It's very uncomfortable at first to ask yourself how you're feeling 
and what's bothering you, but again, the more you practice, the more 
comfortable you become, and the more you actually understand the 
system of health and how it all fits together. 

Steph G (host): Absolutely. I think just to echo what you're saying is it's almost just a 
recommitment to enjoying that process, and we talked about this in the 
last show that we did together, but there's nothing wrong with being on a 
program and hitting numbers or hitting percentages until it stops really 
working for you and becomes such a battle every day that you're just like, 
"Why am I doing this?" 

 Certainly, you used Olympic weightlifting as an example, I mean, you're 
going to, after you get over the beginner, like there's the first really uber 
beginner awkward phase when you're like, "I ... How ... What? I ... This all 
feels so horrible." Then you settle in, and then you're like PRing your face 
off and everything is- 

Anders V: The best. 

Steph G (host): ... unicorns and rainbows, and then- 

Anders V: This is going to last forever. 

Steph G (host): Then you get into the grind, and you've got periods of time where you're 
procrastinating, and sometimes, you're going backwards, but I think when 
you get into that situation where you're like, "Okay, there's something 
about this that is just, it's not working right now," and being, for me, at 
least, to being super focused on the outcome, the hitting the percentages, 
making a total, all that stuff, that started to not be very fun. I think, and it 
sounds like what you're saying, you can correct me if I'm wrong, but now, 
it seems like you've got a bit more dedication to the process instead of a 
specific outcome. 

Anders V: There is no outcome. You're 100% right. I don't know what the ... The 
outcome is so boring in that, "I wake up and feel good every day." I have 
this practice that allows me to be more present when I am working out. 
There's no metric to do that outside of ... Some days, I can just sit there 
and stretch for 40 minutes, and it feels great, and a lot of this really 
comes down to just I don't have a program at all, and I don't have a 
program because I really find that to be cumbersome because I can't find 
something that's cookie-cutter, or even a personalized program does not 
take into the account the stress that I was under for the day. I need to 
have a flexible program that allows my fitness to also correspond with 
business and the relationships and all those things. 

 I may wake up in the morning and feel phenomenal and think, "Oh, today 
could be the day that I got squat heavy," and then I get to work, and our 
website's down. I'm not squatting heavy now. There's too much crap 
going on in my life to think that I'm going to go downstairs and load up a 
heavy barbell and actually be present. I can't do that, so what I need to do 
is the opposite of that actually, which is really work on the mindset piece 
and calming all the stress out of my body and doing the breath work, 
maybe stretching a little bit, and then go swing a kettlebell a little bit and 



work on some flowing movement versus being on the strength training 
side of things. 

 There's ways to implement this, and that's what we do in The Low Back 
Fix is give a template for this, but what we're finding is that at the end of 
the eight weeks, I mean, I have people coming up to me, and it's like, "I 
came to you for back problems, and it got rid of my anxiety." Yeah, well, 
they're all connected. It's all this behavioral pattern. It's like, "I no longer 
have these panic attacks on Sunday nights thinking about work." "Well, I 
just, you called me for back pain. I'm just teaching you how to breath." It's 
great. It's amazing, and when you hear about these added benefits of 
taking a much more whole body or a mindful approach to the way you're 
training, you may come looking for a specific result, but what you're going 
to get is a much more mindful approach to fitness and understanding 
what's going on on a much deeper level, which is really what drives us 
because we know that this is possible. 

Steph G (host): For sure. Yeah, The Lower Back Fix is awesome. I've done it through, I 
think, twice in the last year or so, and I think for me, the biggest thing I 
noticed, and this is sort of coming from hard, pretty ... Well, I mean, I'm 
not an olympian. When we see Olympic weightlifting, people are like- 

Anders V: You're a badass. 

Steph G (host): People are like, "Oh, did you-" 

Anders V: This is- 

Steph G (host): " ... go to the Olympics?" and I'm like, "No, no, no. Olympic weightlifting 
just-" 

Anders V: [crosstalk 00:50:49]. 

Steph G (host): " ... is like a certain type of, specific-" 

Anders V: Speed. 

Steph G (host): " ... type of weightlifting." But I would say I pushed myself pretty hard and 
just lifting on a program probably about four days a week, and then it 
become not doable. My back was bugging me and stuff like that, so I think 
the biggest thing that doing The Low Back Fix helped me with was just 
stay active but disengage my brain a little bit, not in a bad way and not in 
a, "I'm just going to motor through this workout and not pay attention to 
anything," but just sort of a like, okay, let me just settle into actually 
paying more attention to how I'm feeling, what's going on today, and 
recognizing that every day is a different day sometimes, and sometimes, 
it's like, "I feel great," and other days, you're just like no, not so much, but 
I think that was the part that I really took away from the program that 
really helped me was like, I can still maintain some fitness, I can actually 
get stronger and address areas that I hadn't been addressing, and it's all 
going to be okay. 

Anders V: Right, so- 



Steph G (host): I'm going to be okay. 

Anders V: ... we're actually able to put numbers to this thing. First off, I want to back, 
and you are an Olympic weightlifter. You're a total badass. It doesn't 
matter what ... This is the most important part that I wish everybody in all 
of weightlifting understood is that there's always somebody stronger than 
you. 

Steph G (host): For sure. 

Anders V: It has nothing to do with the actual numbers that are on the bar. It has 
everything do with your process and the commitment and the way that 
you go about your business. If you're in there and you're putting the work 
in, respect. You are doing it. Joe Rogan, I heard him say something, I 
think he was interviewing Steve-O, which is one of the craziest interviews 
ever, but they were talking about how Steve-O's a comedian. Joe Rogan 
is like, "Look, I don't care what anybody thinks about who you are. If you 
stand on a stage with a microphone, you're a comedian. You're trying to 
make people laugh. If you stand on a platform with a bar and you try and 
put things over your head, you're a weightlifter, and you put the grind in to 
be good at it." 

 People get so wrapped into this like, "Oh, they're stronger," and I am a 
huge example of it when I was competing in CrossFit and weightlifting 
and all that stuff. I would beat myself up. You get on Instagram, and 
there's people doing ... Mattie Rogers jerked 319 pounds yesterday. 

Steph G (host): I know, I saw that. 

Anders V: What in the world? She's a monster. 

Steph G (host): Amazing. 

Anders V: I can't lift weights with her. There's people everywhere, and creating the 
mindset of just saying like, "Man, I'm already in the top 1% because I'm 
standing here and doing this." They don't realize that that's like one-one 
millionth of a percentage is Mattie Rogers. She is a total savage. 

 If you're in the gym and you're working hard and you're trying to put this 
whole package together of understanding how to be healthy, and you're 
working hard trying to better yourself, you're in the 1% to me. You're being 
authentic, you're putting yourself out there, you show up every day. That's 
the most important piece. I think that we add this mindset piece to it, and 
we help people manage that stress a little bit because a lot of times, that 
stress leads to pain, or it leads to poor movement patterns, and I think our 
program just really helps people change the mindset of who they are and 
what they're doing. We're not doing anything over special. We just take 
five minutes at the beginning of the program and like, it's built out of this 
education process of, "Hey, if you slow down a little bit, these things are 
going to happen, so let's breath, and when you breathe, we're going to 
help your abs out, and we're going to help your posture out." "Okay, cool." 
"Here is your proper ranges of motion, so if you miss these, let's stretch a 
little bit." 



 When you were talking about the mindset piece, when we run group 
classes, so we've put 215 people through the program on 32nd Street 
through the Navy this year- 

Steph G (host): Cool. 

Anders V: ... and at the beginning, we run FMS tests and we do these energy 
questionnaires to actually work on the mindset piece because we want to 
know if what we actually think is happening is really happening, and it 
turns out, your sleep's going to get better, you're going to have a better 
vision of who you are as a person, you're going to be calmer, you're going 
to eat better. All these things happen because you become proactive and 
you get to make choices when you slow down versus just reacting. I know 
that my nutrition gets way worse when I'm stressed out. 

Steph G (host): For sure. 

Anders V: Why is that? Because I'm stressed out. Instead of thinking about cooking 
a nice dinner or being in the kitchen with my wife and creating something 
together, I go to my cupboard and I find something in a package because 
it's quick and easy so I can get back to that stressful thing that I'm doing. 
You ... The mindset piece is just so important to recognize how you react 
to things and then saying like seeing the pattern so that you can have that 
pattern interrupt. 

Steph G (host): So good. Wow. This has given me so much to think about. As always, 
just, as you're speaking and things you're talking about, I'm reflecting on 
my own life and experience, and I'm hoping that folks listening are having 
the same, going through that same internal dialogue because it's just so 
powerful. 

Anders V: It's great. The ... It's so awesome. We really got into this thing because 
we knew that we could help people. So it's one of the coolest things about 
working with Theresa is she's been through so much on her own that she 
understands how ... She was the very first person that opened my eyes 
up to how this. In the strength and conditioning days, I could teach you 
about energy systems, I could teach you about periodization and arguing 
sets and reps and all these things, and then when I met her and we 
started working together, it really layered in this getting into the nervous 
system and understanding how the wires flow through our body and the 
behavioral patterns and how the mindset works so you can have this 
really strong calming approach to everything you do, which creates space 
between whatever action happened and your reaction to it, and that 
space, even if it's just one second, your brain is able to recognize that 
pattern, and you can stop yourself and choose a different path. 

 When people wake up and they're in pain, like you have back pain, the 
very first thing you do when you get out of bed is you feel it, and it sets 
the tone for the rest of your day. If you have a bad shoulder, as soon as 
you put your arm over your head, you recognize it, and it sets the tone for 
the rest of your day. Pain is so hindering in people's lives, and if we can 
give them the tools, and so much of it just comes down to alleviating 
stress, getting people breathing better, and then the behavior patterns 
start to take over and your body heals itself. It really wants to feel better. 



Steph G (host): Sure. Absolutely. 

Anders V: It's not fighting you. It's only fighting you because you keep throwing 
these terrible inputs at it. 

Steph G (host): Yeah, totally. When you sort of smooth all that out. 

Anders V: Your lifts look so good these days too. 

Steph G (host): Thanks. 

Anders V: This bracing thing that you've got learned over the last couple of weeks, 
like, man. Then what happens? You slow down. You learn about the 
breathing, and now, all of a sudden, you pull 93% or something like that 
off the ground. 

Steph G (host): Yeah, but it's been stepping back, and you exactly said it right, slowing 
down, learning new things, changing the way I approach the bar and do 
everything. At first, it's like, "Ugh, it feels like I'm learning all over again," 
but really going through that process has just been super enlightening 
and helpful for me, and through the other side of it, I have found strength 
in places I didn't have strength, like I've improved so many things. It's ... 
I'm in it for the long run. 

Anders V: When you have to go back to becoming a beginner, is that a joyful 
process or is that stressful to you? 

Steph G (host): I think I've ... I've been strength training/weightlifting now for seven and a 
half years pretty continuously. I haven't had a ... I've gone on vacation, but 
it's not like I've taken a year away from, I've not taken a year off of 
weightlifting or a year off of strength training, so I've been pretty 
consistently training, and for me at that point and especially what I've 
gone through in the last six months, is been, it's not been super frustrating 
because I'm like, okay, this is just part of the process. This is the dance. 
This is the back and forth. This is the slow down to go faster later or 
whatever, and so I've come to actually accept that, but I don't know if I 
would've been as good with it mentally three or four years ago. It was sort 
of ... My body was definitely telling me, "You need to do things differently 
because the shit that you're doing that's the same ain't working." 

 I think because it was really that point where I was like, "Okay, I'm going 
to make this decision," rather than, "I've just had a catastrophic injury, and 
I really can't do anything now. I'm out. I need surgery or ... " You know 
what I mean? To be able to have that space and say, "I'm going to make 
this choice, and it's not necessarily what I prefer at the moment," but that, 
to me, was not super frustrating. I think sometimes we're our greatest 
enemies in our egos, and being able to quit while we're a little bit ahead 
and still have the option or slow down while we still have the option 
instead of we have that catastrophic injury or our adrenals completely 
crash and we just cannot even anything anymore, that's, to be able to 
have that window, I'm like, okay, I'm grateful for this as this opportunity, 
and let's see where it goes. 



Anders V: For sure. I have found ... Strength and conditioning was always to play 
sports for a really long time, and then I found CrossFit, and it was like I 
had to relearn strength and conditioning in this whole new framework. It 
was so cool and exiting, and then I got to whatever level of that and 
realized like, man, I'm going to have to relearn this whole thing, and I 
really ... One of the things that has been so cool, which really has led to 
this idea of this Yin Strength Training is like, I get to relearn all of these 
things with 20 years of experience already there. 

 The newest piece that I'm learning about is really this mindset piece and 
how this whole system is connected of our body and our body and 
understanding the flow of how we move and how we can better our 
movement, and it's wildly interesting to me being a beginner again. It's 
definitely ... After the day, I can almost remember the day where I was 
like, "I just can't do this anymore," and it relieved a lot of pressure for me 
where I didn't have to live up to the expectation that I had set when I was 
25 years old of being the best, strongest, fastest person, and it was like, "I 
don't have to do that anymore. I'm no longer interested." 

 There's a massive windfall that also happens, like you may sell your gym, 
you may create an entirely new life for yourself. There's a lot of things that 
are very scary that go on, but I'm very much back in the beginner stage, 
and once I relieved that pressure, and I was like, this is awesome, I don't 
know what this new framework is for me, but I'm so excited to learn about 
it, and I have the right teachers around me, I have the right people around 
me that can foster this growth that I need. It's stressful at first, but I was 
able to break free of that performance piece of who I was supposed to be 
or who I was trying to be, and now, I feel like it's purely just me trying to 
be as healthy as possible. It's an interesting mindset. 

Steph G (host): Amen. Well, this has been super fun, but I do have one thing before we 
sign off here and that is- 

Anders V: I love it. 

Steph G (host): ... a rapid-fire question session. 

Anders V: Phew. Here we go. 

Steph G (host): Ready? 

Anders V: Let's do it. 

Steph G (host): Favorite unilateral strength movement. 

Anders V: Lateral lunges on a skateboard. 

Steph G (host): Oh, God. I saw you doing those in a video, and it was like, nope. 

Anders V: That's so much fun. I love it. 

Steph G (host): A band or a song that gets you pumped up. 

Anders V: Pearl Jam, Ten album- 



Steph G (host): Oh, yeah. 

Anders V: ... or the Unplugged live version is just, you can't really go wrong. I've 
been on a huge Counting Crows kick- 

Steph G (host): Oh, yeah. 

Anders V: ... recently, but Pearl Jam, Ten will never go out of style. 

Steph G (host): I agree. One of my favorite albums of all time. All right- 

Anders V: The Black song, if you listen to the Black song that they do live, I feel like 
that is, that's a really high-level moment in music history. 

Steph G (host): Totally. 

Anders V: At least of the last 30 years. 

Steph G (host): Favorite spurge meal. 

Anders V: So boring. Breyers vanilla ice cream. 

Steph G (host): What? Okay, hey, that's- 

Anders V: That's so boring, right? 

Steph G (host): Well, if you like it, you like it. I mean. 

Anders V: Well, I believe that Breyers vanilla ice cream is the perfect food because it 
is equal parts condiment to whatever other thing you're eating- 

Steph G (host): Oh, true. 

Anders V: ... and also, if you want, it could be the main course. 

Steph G (host): Very true. 

Anders V: You could just sit there and eat out of the box and sort of feel bad about 
yourself, but it's perfect. 

Steph G (host): Health trend that you wish would die. 

Anders V: Oh, wow. Right now? 

Steph G (host): Sure. Right now. 

Anders V: Man, this is- 

Steph G (host): Or ever, I don't know. 

Anders V: Don't you feel like you're going fire people up as soon as you answer? I 
think the keto thing's gotta go. 

Steph G (host): Okay. 



Anders V: I- 

Steph G (host): Shots fired. Anders Varner right here on this. 

Anders V: Not because it doesn't have validity. I think that it really, a lot of it 
resembles a lot of the very early paleo days where people were talking 
about it in cancer and diabetes treatment and then applying it to the 
performance world, not realizing like, hey, huge different populations here. 
Let's get the framework settled before we start calling this thing the 
greatest thing ever. 

Steph G (host): I agree. I agree. Marketing around that has been insane lately. It makes 
me want to scratch my eyes out. All right, a book that you really love. 

Anders V: Oh my gosh. I'm actually looking at my book shelf right now. This is the 
best time for this question. Um, ooh. Mindset, Carol Dweck- 

Steph G (host): Ooh. 

Anders V: ... right at the top. 

Steph G (host): Good one, yeah. 

Anders V: Literally at the top of the bookshelf right now. 

Steph G (host): Cool, and then- 

Anders V: That pretty much is the baseline for everything. 

Steph G (host): Sweet, and then the last question, in your opinion, the most important 
ingredient in building unbreakable humans. 

Anders V: Mindset, breathing. 

Steph G (host): All right. All right, you passed. Good. 

Anders V: I love it. 

Steph G (host): Rapid-fire session done. 

Anders V: Crushed it. 

Steph G (host): Crushed it. 

Anders V: Awesome. 

Steph G (host): Let everybody know where they can find you online and everything that 
you're doing. 

Anders V: Go to thelowbackfix.com and read about Yin Strength Training. It's- 

Steph G (host): Cool. 



Anders V: ... super, super important to me. It is like the future of getting people 
healthy and creating a mindset that matters and understanding how 
fitness relates to your health, restoring function to your joints. On 
Instagram, my name's Anders Varner. You can hang out, but go read that 
article. It's really, really, important. 

Steph G (host): Awesome. Well, this has been super fun to have you back and to pick 
your brain about everything that you're up to. 

Anders V: That's awesome. 

Steph G (host): As always, appreciate your candor and honesty and willing to talk about 
the messy stuff because this isn't always the stuff people want to talk 
about, but Anders Varner, thanks so much for being on Harder to Kill 
Radio. Once again, much appreciated. 

Anders V: Thank you. 

Steph G (host): Thank you. 

Anders V: Awesome. 

Steph G (host): That is episode 81 or Harder to Kill Radio in the bag. I, like I said earlier, 
just adore Anders and his philosophy and how he's really changed as a 
person. His own personal evolution, I think, is so inspirational, and it 
totally inspires me every day to do what feels good for my body and to not 
be so hard on myself. I think that's a really important lesson that I hope 
you took something away from for your own life. 

 Remember, you can get the show notes for this episode at 
stupideasypaleo.com. It's episode 81, and there, you can also get a full 
transcript. One more special request, and that is to hit subscribe on your 
podcast app. It really helps the show to climb up the rankings and 
become more visible because frankly, we need all the help we can get to 
spread the word about these incredible, inspirational, knowledgeable, just 
kick-ass guests to the world. Every time you hit subscribe and you get 
auto downloads, that is a piece of the puzzle, and it really helps the show. 

 Until next week where we've got another fantastic, thought-provoking 
guest who, this one's good, and I really geeked out with him, and I'm so 
excited to share his story with you next week next Tuesday. We'll see you 
there, and until then, stay healthy, happy, and you know the rest, harder 
to kill. 


